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BACKGROUND – PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE LEVELS

https://thebittheories.com/levels-of-programming-languages-b6a38a68c0f2
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BACKGROUND – PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE TYPES

http://cs.lmu.edu/~ray/notes/pltypes/
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BACKGROUND – EXCEL AND VBA

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140630235554-167428232-why-visual-basic-
for-applications-is-a-legitimate-programming-language-and-why-you-must-learn-it/

https://www.quora.com/Where-does-VBA-Excel-stand-with-the-rest-of-the-programming
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FORTRAN

Quoting from the below website, “FORTRAN was the world's first high-level programming 
language. It was developed at IBM by a small team led by John Backus [in the mid ‘50s]… Fifty 
years later, FORTRAN remains the programming language of choice for large-scale numerical 
calculations in science and engineering.”  Below is a timeline for the first few versions of 
FORTRAN (also taken from the below website).

https://www.obliquity.com/computer/fortran/history.html

1953 John Backus pitches idea of a FORMULA TRANSLATOR to produce computer programs to IBM
1956 John Backus' team publishes 1st manual describing the IBM Mathematical Formula Translating System, or FORTRAN for short.  Soon after, IBM made the first FORTRAN 

compiler available to users of the IBM 704
1958 IBM released a revised version of the language, named FORTRAN II. It provided support for procedural programming by introducing statements which allowed 

programmers to create subroutines and functions, thereby encouraging the re-use of code. 
1961 FORTRAN's growing popularity led many computer manufacturers to implement versions of it for their own machines. Each manufacturer added its own 

customizations, making it impossible to guarantee that a program written for one type of machine would compile and run on a different type. IBM responded by 
removing all machine-dependent features from its version of the language. The result, released in 1961, was called FORTRAN IV.

1966 By the early 1960s, there was growing pressure to create a standardized version of FORTRAN which was not tied to any single type of computer. In 1962, the American 
Standards Association (the precursor of ANSI, the American National Standards Institute) convened a committee to pursue this goal. The result, published in 1966, was a 
document which defined the language which became known as FORTRAN 66

1969
In need of upgrading to keep up with other languages, the ANSI FORTRAN standards committee, known as X3J3, starts work on a new version.  The resulting standard 
would take eight years to reach maturity, but the language it defined, known as FORTRAN 77, represented a major enhancement. Among the features which it added 
were a true block IF statement, a CHARACTER data type, direct-access I/O and the PARAMETER statement to define constants

1977 FORTRAN 77 became the became the most widely-used version of the language, and it is likely that much of the legacy FORTRAN code around the world is written in this 
dialect of the language

1991
The next version of FORTRAN to emerge from the ANSI X3J3 committee was designed to address dynamic memory allocations and other deficiencies. The new version of 
FORTRAN was finally published as a standard by the International Standards Organization in 1991, and it became known informally as FORTRAN 90.
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SIMPLY FORTRAN

At 3DENT, we have purchased and use the simply Fortran compiler, by Approximatrix, LLC. 

http://simplyfortran.com/freetrial.html

https://simplyfortran.com/features/
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SIMPLY FORTRAN

SIMPLY FORTRAN ALSO supports the 
below versions:

LEGACY – FORTRAN 77
FORTRAN 95
FORTRAN 2003
FORTRAN 2008

SIMPLY FORTRAN HAS 3 MAIN 
TYPES OF PROJECTS: 

EXECUTABLE
SHARED LIBRARY
STATIC LIBRARY
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COMBINING FORTRAN AND EXCEL

While the FORTRAN programming language is considered OLD, it is still quite valuable in 
engineering applications, especially when combined with EXCEL.

One relatively easy way to use FORTRAN with EXCEL is use intermediary input/output files 
and have EXCEL run FORTRAN-generated executables and then read their output.  Another 
way is to use Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs).

https://sukhbinder.wordpress.com/2010/12/24/fortran-based-dll-and-excel-vba-are-good-fit-for-marriage/
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DLLs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic-link_library
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

Basic information for creating a simple DLL using Simple FORTRAN for use by an Excel 
program can be found at this website: https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/

One key point made in the article from the above website is the need to modify specifics of the 
project being compiled to eventually produce DLLs that can work with Microsoft programs.

https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

A second significant point noted in the https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/
website is the need to generate a “.lib” file.

How to do this is not immediately obvious (see next slides for specific guidance).

https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

Reading the blog in the https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/ website, it is not immediately 
clear how to create the “.lib” file, even when they provide the command to use.  

The question is, WHERE is this command (lib /machine:i386 /def:fortran-library.def) to be 
used?

Looking at the command, it suggests that somehow there may be a folder named 
“machine:i386” (presumably part of my operating system).  

A search on my C and E drives for either “lib.exe” or “machine:i386” found no results. 

After giving up temporarily and enlisting help from a younger, more-patient-than-me 
engineer (Wei Wang), a search on a different computer produced a lib.exe file (in the “bin” 
folder of VISUAL STUDIO).

Placing the .def file in that folder and executing the lib /machine:i386 /def:fortran-library.def
command finally produced the needed fortran-library.lib file that allowed the VBA function to 
communicate with the SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL functions.

https://simplyfortran.com/blog/5/
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

As it turned out, “machine:i386” is not a folder, but one of the OPTIONS modifying the 
execution of the lib.exe application (as listed below).
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

Copying the lib.exe “application” by itself into the folder containing the “.def” file did not work.  
More importantly, copying the entire bin folder to a computer without VISUAL STUDIO still 
does work! 

The figures below show the files contained in the “bin” folder.
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The lib.exe application is run via a DOS Command 
window, CMD.

This window can be obtained in either of these two 
ways:

1. Type “CMD” in the WINDOWS search line on 
the lower left corner of the desktop and then 
type the desired (if not the default C drive), 
followed by the use of the CD or CHDIR
command to change directories until you get to 
the target “bin” folder.

2. With File Explorer open to the target bin folder, 
SHIFT right-click on the white open space to 
the right of the folders and select “Open 
command window here”

Dragging and dropping the folder can also be used 
to get the CMD window to the target bin folder.

SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

Once there, type the command lib /machine:i386 /def:fortran-library.def (which can actually be 
be pasted), and if all files are in order, you’ll get confirmation that two files (“.lib” and “.exp”) 
were created.
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SIMPLE FORTRAN DLL FOR USE WITH EXCEL

The final step is to place the “.dll”, “.lib” (and for good measure also the “.exp”) files in the folder 
indicated in the VB REFERENCE command so that EXCEL can find them.

THAT’S IT!
Easy to do (once you know).


